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Freestyle motocross also known as FMX is a variation on the sport of motocross in which
motorcycle riders attempt to impress judges with jumps and stunts. Freeriding is the original
form of freestyle motocross which started in the hills of southern California; due to professional
racers such as Jeremy McGrath and Phil Lawrence "play riding" in the hills of reche canyon. It
has no structure, and is traditionally done on public land. Riders form natural jumps and
drop-offs to execute their tricks on. Some freeriders prefer to jump on sand dunes. In many
ways, freeriding requires more skill and mental ability. The backflip was once considered all but
impossible, the "holy grail of FMX". Freestyle riders began contemplating it after the film
"Children of a Metal God" showed riders attempting the trick into water. In , Jose Yanez became
the first person to backflip a motocross bike. He practiced for it by flipping his motorcycle into
the Salt River, just as he had done with his BMX bike. He would kill the engine on his 80cc
motorcycle just before he hit the water to prevent damage to the bike. Yanez performed the
world's first ramp-to-ramp motocross backflip on an 80cc motorcycle in October, on an 8' tall
box jump he built himself in Pagosa Springs, Colorado. Jose's next motocross backflip attempt,
this time for The National Enquirer , resulted in a crash that kept Jose off motorcycles and
bicycles for two years due to an injured knee. In , Bob Kohl was the second person to perform
the backflip on a motocross bike. The bike was a Honda Cr He was a professional BMX rider
who had performed the trick regularly on a bicycle. He continued to exhibit the trick until a
crash in left him with serious injuries. In , Carey Hart attempted the first backflip on a full-size
motocross bike off a modified dirt landing ramp at the Gravity Games The landing was less than
perfect, and Hart crashed immediately after. But Freestyle Motocross was forever changed. He
bailed off mid-flight, breaking his foot. The trick was still not attempted on a normal FMX setup,
off a ramp-to-dirt setup. This backflip was performed over a mulch pile of grass clippings,
leaves, and bark collected during maintenance of the RVMX track. Wyatt constructed a
quarter-pipe ramp with the take-off completely vertical shoved into the pile of mulch. Travis
Pastrana and Mike Metzger were both capable doing flips off ramps. Kenny Bartram was still
learning flips, doing them off the backsides of dirt landings, much like Hart in the Gravity
Games. The unthinkable had become reality; a backflip was now common in freestyle
competition. When the Gravity Games came along, riders were doing variations in their
backflips, wowing the crowd and the judges, who didn't know how to score the riders. As well
as the disputed s which some consider only off-axis flips. On August 4, , at X Games 12 in Los
Angeles, he became the first rider to land a double backflip in competition. Having landed
another trick that many had considered impossible, he vowed never to do it again. Later that
year, Murray attempted the double backflip at X Games but crashed upon landing. He landed the
trick at a Supercross event in Italy. At the Summer X games Jim Dechamp tried a front flip and
crashed, breaking his back. He under-rotated, and crashed, hitting his head on the landing. On
February 10, he was pronounced dead due to head and spinal cord injuries. At X Games 17,
Jackson Strong nailed the first front flip on a dirt bike during the best trick competition. FMX
riders typically use much of the same riding gear as MX racers. This includes a helmet, goggles,
gloves, boots, jersey, neck brace, chest protector, and MX pants. They may supplement this
with elbow and knee pads. Riders may also choose to wear 'body armour' to protect the chest
and legs when performing the most dangerous of tricks, as did Travis Pastrana when
performing his double backflips. Riders use modified motocross bikes with aftermarket parts to
lower weight and improve performance. Riders will often shave down the seat foam to give a
wider range of motion and better grip on the seat. Steering stabilizers are also common and
help keep the front tire running straight when tricks requiring the rider to let go of the
handlebars are performed. Many riders will also shorten the width of the handlebars, to make it
easier to put the legs on the bars, like such tricks as the 'heelclicker' or 'rodeo'. Excess cables,
such as brakes and clutch cables are usually redirected away from the bars, to avoid riders
getting their boots caught on the bike. The engine and mechanical details of an FMX bike are
fairly stock, not needing the fine-tuning of a racing bike. Riders may also choose to have 'lever'
on their handlebars to help then when performing 'Kiss Of Death Backflips. Bikes have
aftermarket performance pipes that give more power. The bike must have very strong
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crossover utility vehicle that was sold by Ford from to Sharing the Ford D3 platform with the
Five Hundred and Montego, the Freestyle was produced with both front-wheel drive and
all-wheel drive configurations and six or seven-passenger seating. Following the return of the
Ford Taurus for the model year, the Freestyle underwent a mid-cycle revision and was renamed
the Ford Taurus X , marketed in the United States and Canada , as well as South Korea and the
U. Virgin Islands , and Guam. Following the model year, the Taurus X was withdrawn. The
Freestyle was previewed at the Detroit Auto Show with a Freestyle Concept before entering
production for the model year. The vehicle was originally going to be called the Ford
CrossTrainer , but had been renamed the Freestyle by the time the concept was released, due to
Ford adopting an ill-fated naming scheme in which all Ford-branded passenger cars except the
Mustang and Thunderbird would have a name start with the letter "F". Although its body and
chassis was used to produce the Mercury Meta One concept vehicle, no Lincoln-Mercury
version of the Freestyle ever reached production. To accommodate production costs for Ford
and durability concerns for North American roads, a number of revisions were made to the
platform, making the final vehicles significantly different. Power came from a 3. Introduced as a
model largely in place of the Ford Taurus station wagon, the Freestyle was marketed as a
crossover utility vehicle, a new market segment at the time. The hp 3. In contrast to a Taurus
station wagon, the Freestyle featured forward-facing third-row seating similar to the Ford
Explorer and Ford Expedition. Although designed with ground clearance between a sedan and a
small SUV, the Freestyle featured what Ford described as "command seating," seating with a
higher H-point , to increase driver visibility and ease of entry and exit. In , shortly after
becoming CEO of Ford Motor Company, Alan Mulally called for a revision of the Ford and
Mercury model ranges, saying that the shift towards Ford nameplates starting with the letter "F"
was forgettable in the eyes of consumers. A key part of the decision was the reinstatement of
the Ford Taurus nameplate, which would take the place of the Ford Five Hundred as a mid-cycle
update for the model year. As the Ford Taurus would be produced exclusively as a sedan, the
all-new Ford Taurus X nameplate was introduced to take the place of the Freestyle. The
nameplate change was announced shortly after its unveiling at the Chicago Auto Show as a
production model. To bring it in line with the styling of other Ford light-truck lines, the Taurus X
was given a flush-mounted three-bar horizontal chrome grille similar to the Ford Edge , as are
the headlights. As with the Freestyle, on non-Limited trims, the lower body and wheel well trim
were painted in a contrasting color as with all Ford SUVs. As with its sedan counterpart, the
Taurus X featured major powertrain updates over its predecessor. To increase its functionality,
the Taurus X featured new power options, including a power-operated rear liftgate and
power-folding second-row seats. Although the renaming of the Taurus sedan would improve its
sales over the Five Hundred, the renaming of the Freestyle to the Taurus X would have the
opposite effect, leading to a major decrease in sales. During its production, the Taurus X was
partially affected by the automotive industry crisis of â€” Although more fuel-efficient than
SUVs such as the V8-engined Ford Expedition and Ford Explorer, full-size crossovers such as
the Taurus X were avoided in favor of smaller crossovers and sedans. The Taurus X was
discontinued for the model year, with the Flex unofficially serving as its replacement. The Ford
Freestyle, and the Ford Taurus X, were offered in several different trim levels:. The base SE trim
level, only offered on the Freestyle between and , was the "base" trim level, and offered the
following features as standard equipment: a 3. The SEL was the mid-level trim level between
and , and the base trim level from until It added the following options to the base SE trim level: a
3. The Limited was the top-of-the-line trim level from until From Wikipedia, the free
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Transit Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis only. My blog article regarding the Best freestyle
motors for is one of the most visited for the previous year, I could not have imagined that it
would get so popular and help so many fellow pilots make their decision regarding the motors
for their next build. This is a followup article regarding the best freestyle motors for Again this
is intended to be yearly article. The main difference is that this year I plan to update it regularly
trough the year since the motor manufacturers seem to have adopted a new tactics of
over-saturating the market with motors that perform similarly good but they are putting the
accent on the good look and bling. This year the motor manufacturers offer a lot more 6S
variants of their motors. If you are novice pilot you can get the intended battery setup by the
motor KV. Since it is the beginning of this year some of the motors are still in development and
they will enter production in the following weeks, so there are no links to buy them at this time. I
will do my best to provide you with any updates to the list of best freestyle motors for And same
as last year, I have some of these motors and I will probably buy some more through the year,
so the only fair way to do an article of this kind is to provide summarized information and fellow
pilots experience. This is another series intended to catch your eye. This motor is a followup of
the already proven F60 series that must be included in the best freestyle motors for list. The
improved design also provides better durability. T-Motor have upgraded the bell by adding
interlaced rib design and upgraded the motor base by reducing the shaft height by 12mm. I have
only replaced one bell and a couple of bearings. T-Motor is proven motor manufacturer that
provides high quality products for fpv freestyle and racing. They offer motors for each pilot
specific needs. Although I own several sets of F40 PRO II, there is no need to say that they are
better than say f60s or f80s because I have seen fellow freestyle pilots flying those models too.
It is all based on the flying style and environment. At the moment you can find that these retail
for few dollars less than the newer series. These motors are silky smooth with good power
distribution trough the entire throttle range, so if the higher price is not a concern I would not
hesitate to buy T-Motor again. This is the newest edition of the iFlight Xing series. They feature
10mm NSK high-end bearings and bigger stator volume with increased thrust but just a little
more weight and cost. There older Xings were established themselves as an excellent durable
motors with great performance and the Cyber Xings are worthy upgrade. Again each motor size
has a specific color. They are available in These motors look exactly the same as the T-Motor
Velox series with just a different bling, and it seems that they are result of some kind of
collaboration between these two companies. The first iFlight Xing series of motors is
recognizable by the unusual oval shaped modern look and the specific use of colors. This will
surely make your freestyle rig look fancy. These motors are available in several different sizes
and KV values. At the moment that this article was written iFlight is offering , , and and KV from
to You will surely find the specific motor for your needs. Each size has its specific color
scheme. If you are fond of more colorful motors, then you would like the Camo colored version
of the Xing motors available on the following links:. EMAX has been relatively quiet on the
motor scene lately. I will start with the one that is the most interesting in terms of price and
performance. I would highly recommend these as an entry level motors or for a fellow pilot on a
budget. It is available in both and KV depending on the type of battery that you would like to
use, 6S and 4S correspondingly. As stated on the EMAX website this is replacement part for the
Emax Buzz quadcopter, but you can use it anyway for your new build. This motor is intended for
racing. The RSII is already a year old series still available for purchase. It is based on the
experience gained from the previous RS and LS series and following the basic idea of having
motors that are as light as possible probably one of the lightest motors with such performance.
The shaft was upgraded with a hollow titanium one and now the motors use single strand wire.

The RSII series is made to be more robust and withstand the regular race abuse. BrotherHobby
are famous for producing super smooth motors that are surprisingly efficient and powerful in
the same time. This motor is a true bargain considering the quality of the used components.
Also, I would gladly suggest any of the R4 to R7 series since I also own a set of R5 and R4 for a
lighter build with a split camera. Having 6 or 7 iterations in a motor development means that this
is already proven and established motor design featuring one piece titanium hollow shaft,
Aluminum bell and base, n52 arced magnets and single strand motor wire. One interesting
update from the previous series is that these motors use 4x9x4 bigger Japanese NMB bearings
that are more durable. I just love when a manufacturer offers so much choices of different motor
sizes. Flywoo is relatively new player in the fpv drone motor business, but judging by the motor
looks and quality of the components, it seems that they know their job. Also, the fact that they
offer These motors entered the market about an year ago and the number of pilots that are
using them have constantly increased by the time. The inner looks remind me a bit of
BrotherHobby with titanium shaft, the declared aluminium alloy, the single strand windings and
the N52H magnets. They also come with 9mm bearings. Please note that the motor pattern is
16x16mm. This is the first motor with ring magnet that provides super smooth performance for
freestyle and cinematic FPV. Instead of having separate magnets the NewBeeDrone Smoov
uses thechnology that enables it to have the improved functionality of the separate magnets
with only one ring magnet. This is the similar technology used in the gimbal motors with only
difference that the gimbal motors lack power, but the NewBeeDrone crew feagured a way to use
ring magnet with up to N48 strength with no extra costs added to the motor price. Another
series of cheap motors available both in and motor sizes and with suitable KV for 4 to 6S battery
setup. If you are thinking of buying or own a set of these series, please consider that
unfortunately DYS went bankrupt so you should get some spares while they last. Geprc has
been killing it lately. Be it ready to fly drones, frames, motors, you name it. The Geprc GR Great
overall look and build quality. They feature single strand wire, 9mm bearings, hollow shaft,
really small air gap between the bell and the stator. All the motors in this group are branded by
certain pilots and are finely tuned to suit their needs. One thing is certain, all of these are
included in the best freestyle motors for list because they have been meticulously tested by the
same pilots and you would not lack neither quality nor performance. Hypetrain Drib V2 KV.
Hypetrain Cricket MCK V2. Top notch quality comes with a price. They
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look a bit similar to the iFlight Xings, but with better build quality. Thanks for reading the whole
article. If you are motor manufacturer and you have a new motor that you would like to be on
this list, I would be glad to get my hands on it and do an honest in detail review. Clicking on the
BangGood links above before making a purchase would help me continue doing this kind of
reviews and save you some time when trying to make a buying decision. Thank you! You must
be logged in to post a comment. There are also photos of a more colorful version similar to
some of the Brother Hobby motors. Pilot branded best freestyle motors All the motors in this
group are branded by certain pilots and are finely tuned to suit their needs. You might also like
Playing with Ricoh Theta S. Best Freestyle Motors for Saving for Phantom 4 Phantom 4 Pro.
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